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Today’s tour balls force you to sacrifice something. 

While developing our newest ball we talked to a lot of 

tour pros. Some said the ball they play performs great 

on short shots but costs them distance off the tee, 

while others said just the opposite about their ball. 

Some praised their ball’s performance off the middle− 

and short-irons but complained it didn’t measure up off 

the tee or in the short game. 

It became clear that if we could create a ball that 

performed well in all areas we would have a 

revolutionary product. That’s what inspired us to 

develop our newest ball, Penta TP, which is every bit 

the breakthrough we hoped it would be. 

Three years in development, Penta TP is the game’s 

FIRST FIVE LAYER TOUR BALL, with each layer 

responsible for promoting optimum performance in 

one of five key areas − driver, long-irons, middle-irons, 

short-irons and wedge shots in the scoring zone.
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Urethane Cover 
delivers a soft 
Tour feel plus a 
combination of 
higher spin-rate and 
lower launch angle 
on wedge shots.

Penta TP is the first and only five-layer Tour ball and the most 
complete ball in golf. Each layer is engineered to optimize 
performance in five key shot categories that skilled players need 
Ñ driver, long-irons, middle-irons, short-irons and partial wedges.

Outer Mantle promotes 
optimum spin off 
short-irons, as well as 
higher ball speed and 
increased distance at 
any swing speed.

Middle Mantle gives 
you more control 
with mid-irons, and 
prevents up-shooting, 
ballooning and falling 
short of the green.

Inner Mantle delivers 
soft feel, high launch, 
and low spin off 
the long-irons for 
exceptional distance 
plus a high, soft-
landing flight.

Core promotes high 
launch/low spin off 
the driver for maximum 
carry and distance, as 
well as more ball speed 
for long hitters.
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